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Self-disruption in 
complex environments

Our Future Workforce:

Exploring Culture, Talent 
and Technology 
Monday 23rd September 2019

Cynthia Mahoney

Disrupt Yourself





The robots are already here!



The costs of autopilot

Conflict, bullying, lack of 
accountability & other 
unproductive behaviours in the 
workplace

 Self-sabotage

 Chronic busy-ness, overwhelm & 
survival mode



Disruption
noun
dis·rup·tion \ dis-ˈrep-shen \ plural disruptions.

Definition of disruption
: the act or process of disrupting something : a break or interruption in the 
normal course or continuation of some activity, system, process, event, etc



Self-awareness

Three keys to self-disruption





aa

Self-Aware
10-15%

Actually Are95%



Remember – something 
that brought you joy in the 

past week.

Share with the person 
next to you.



Top Ten Emotions 
for Flourishing

 Amusement
 Awe
 Gratitude
 Hope
 Inspiration
 Curiosity
 Joy
 Love
 Pride
 Serenity



In Robot Mode

Stimulus Reaction



In self-disruption mode

Stimulus

Pause

Response



Self-awareness

Three keys to self-disruption

Self-image







James Clear
Atomic Habits Identity

Process

Outcomes



Do More Great Work



I’M AWESOME!!!





Write a short 
description of what 
happened and how 
you felt. 

Remember one peak 
moment over the 
course of your life (at 
work, in a hobby etc). 





Change your story.
Rewrite the book.



Self-awareness

Three keys to self-disruption

Self-image Self-talk



Who are the key players in your Community of Selves?

Anxious 
Annie

Angry 
Ant

Healthy 
Heather

Judge
Judy

Sabotaging
Sally



Who Drives Your Bus?



What happens when Angry Ant is in the driver’s seat?



Anxious 
Annie

Angry 
Ant

Healthy 
Heather

Judge
Judy

Sabotaging
Sally

Think about one key player in your 
Community of Selves that gets in 
the way and stops you performing at 
your best when you need to – at 
work or in life.

Try to give that self a name. 

Describe what happens if this self 
ends up “Driving The Bus”. What is 
the self-talk that goes on?



Who do you want 
driving the bus?
Introducing the 
‘Wise One’.



Make the choice to self-disrupt and put the Wise One in 
the driver’s seat



Three keys to self-disruption

Self-image
Change your story, change 

your future

Self-talk
Choose who you want 

driving your bus

Self-awareness
Don’t be a robot 

on autopilot



Understanding different types of disruptions

Minor Disruptions
Every day disruptions

e.g. Choose who drives the bus

Choose joy

Be self-aware & decide

Medium Disruptions
Some work required of you

e.g. Map your community of selves

Spring clean your self-image

Major Disruptions
Happen a few times in life

e.g. Quit a job



EMOTIONAL
COURAGE



If you are willing to feel 
everything, you can do anything

― Peter Bregman Author of Leading with 
Emotional Courage



Self-disruption is less 
about change and more 
about…

EMOTIONAL
COURAGE



“It is vital that we are equipped 
with the humility to understand 
that changing the world and 
keeping innovation alive require 
that we change ourselves.”

― Whitney Johnson, Disrupt Yourself: 
Putting the Power of Disruptive    
Innovation to Work







“In this moment, 
what would emotional 

courage look like?”

Ask yourself:



Every day is an opportunity for
‘Self-Disruption’ 



To be emailed a free copy of Cynthia's Guides 
to Mapping Your Community of Selves and 

Disrupting Your Self-Image

Please text your email address to 0427 622 654
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Kate Hawkins, KPMG & Tamara Lee, NSW Ministry of Health WPTD

Future of Work: Understanding the Impacts of Technology 
of the Healthcare Workforce
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CHANGE IS MESSY AND COMPLICATED
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Cameron Felizardo, NSW 
Ministry of Health WPTD

SLIDO VOTING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Type app.sli.do into your web browser 
2. Enter futureofwork2019 into the textbox and press 

the arrow to continue
3. Go to the polls tab to begin
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SLIDO Q1. Why are you here? 
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BACKGROUND
 It’s a pivotal time for governments and public 

health providers 

 We’ve seen it in banking and mining

 We’re interested in quality and safety over profits

 We want to reap the economic benefits too

 We hope it will help with better outcomes

 There are other significant drivers for change –
changing demographics, community 
expectations, private & public partnerships 

 It’s a Henry Ford Moment
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STRATEGIC WORKFORCE PLANNING

 Assumptions for health, workforce and 
technology 

 Navigation through the change is complex
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SLIDO Q2. What’s on your horizon? 
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What is the ‘Future of Work’?

Technology has the potential to address some of the big 
health care challenges we are facing today, such as:

 Improving safety and quality
 Empowering patients
 Supporting better decision making
 Creating a more sustainable healthcare system

The Future of Work can be defined as: 
..the impact of technological advancements, such as artificial intelligence and automation, on the 
workforce…

The ‘Future of Work’ is 
becoming an all-

encompassing phrase. To 
provide clarity regarding the 

way forward, we need to 
create a shared 

understanding of what it 
mean.
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Types of technologies impacting the healthcare workforce
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Impacts of new technologies
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Questions to consider

What will be the new roles and functions for 
the NSW Health workforce?

How can we realise the benefits of 
technology?  

How can we avoid unintended 
consequences?

How do we navigate through complex and 
dynamic change and support the workforce 
to do the same?
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Thought Leadership in the Use of Technology in Heath
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Key Findings from thought leadership – enablers of change

EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING

LEADERSHIP

INNOVATION AND 
CULTURE

CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT

VISION AND 
STRATEGY

ROLES AND 
FUNCTIONS

The heart of the Future of Work

Expected Change:

• New capabilities, roles, models of care, & 
approach to learning

• Impacts of health technologies will be different 
for each health occupation

New/emerging roles & functions focussed 
on:

• IT driven by new technologies (e.g. AI, data 
science, cyber-legal occupations, etc.)

• Organisational development, talent 
development, change managers, etc.

• Health system navigation

• Development and review of new business 
models, process, and systems integration
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Key Findings from thought leadership – enablers of change

EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

LEADERSHIP
INNOVATION 
AND CULTURE

CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT

VISION AND 
STRATEGY

Embrace the shift to digital technologies. 

Key functions:
• Oversee effective integration of technology
• Establish career pathways
• Maintain employee engagement

Organisations should consider:
• Identify the capabilities required of leaders 
• Establish learning and development 

opportunities to develop these leaders
• Focus on capability uplift to support these 

leaders

Enable leaders in responding to change 

Key functions:
• Ensures a shared understanding of direction 

and goals
• Ensures a shared vision of technology, 

leadership, workforce, and principles.

Organisations should consider:
• Consider its vision for technology and the 

Future of Work 
• Create strategies that ensure workforce 

change and requirements are balanced 
between short, medium, and long term

Capitalise on advancements in technology

Key functions:
• Allows for exploration and growth of new ideas
• Enables better adoption of new technologies

Organisations should consider:
• Identify those who can lead innovation culture
• Adopt the ‘test and improve’ approach
• Create virtual communities to share knowledge

Develop a fit-for-purpose workforce

Key functions:
• Acknowledge and leverage personal beliefs
• Spark desire for change in the workforce

Organisations should consider:
• Identify change leaders and support them
• Develop a change management plan
• Ensure sufficient time to adapt to change

The key to achieve capability uplift

Key functions:
• Maximises potential of new technologies
• Deliver better quality care and reduce costs

Organisations should consider:
• Develop an education and training blueprint
• Focus on “soft skills”
• Demonstrate how training will result in 

capability uplift.
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SLIDO Q3. Which enablers of success to prioritise now? 
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FUTURE OF WORK PROJECT OVERVIEW

What does this research mean for NSW Health? 
 How can the MOH enable the system to be prepared for disruption and constant 

change?
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5 Themes Prioritised by NSW Health stakeholders

Horizons 
scanning

Strategic 
workforce 
planning

Digital 
capabilities 

and readiness

Leadership, 
culture and 
innovation

Governance
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SLIDO Q4. Which priority would interest you the most? 
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CALL TO ACTION

What is the role of the MOH, other Pillars, and the LHDs in 
preparing for disruption that will impact on workforce? 
What will be your role?
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THANK YOU
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Collaborative Leadership 
Program
Sydney Dental Hospital

Liz Bail – Manager Workforce Strategy 
and Culture

Katy Medd – Senior Workforce Consultant 
(Coaching and Culture)



Sydney Dental Hospital



Sydney Dental Hospital
• SDH, formerly known as United Dental Hospital jointly with the University of Sydney, 

founded in 1904.
• SDH provides general and specialist oral health services.
• 160 public dental chairs

•143 in Sydney Dental Hospital
•17 in external dental clinics – Canterbury, Concord, Croydon, 
Marrickville & RPA 
•One of two specialist referral centres for oral health care in NSW

• Best known for Orthodontics and Periodontics, headed by two world leading experts  
with multiple research publications.

• Provides tertiary level care to eligible patients across NSW – some of our most 
vulnerable populations in our community.

• Major teaching facility with research and training links with University of Sydney, 
University of Newcastle and TAFE NSW.

• General dentistry for patients in SLHD, SESLHD and SWSLHD



Sydney Dental Hospital  

Engagement Index

Culture Index 



Sydney Dental Hospital: Culture Improvement Journey

Culture improvement journey commenced in 2017, some of our strategies included:

• Coaching and Workplace Culture Specialist recruited and commenced early 2017–
located on site in Sydney Dental Hospital and was involved in all aspects of the 
business.

• Workplace Culture Improvement Action Plan – incorporating PMES results into 
actions, developed in consultation with front line staff.

• Development and implementation of a CORE values charter.

• Implementation of Health and wellbeing strategies – heart of health program 
implemented incorporating meditation and compassionate care.

• Safety huddles implemented for all clinical areas.

• Framework developed to identify and manage clinical risk.



Sydney Dental Hospital: Culture Improvement Journey

• Review of Executive structure and reporting relationships with a focus on governance, 
accountability, responsibility and trust within the leadership team - building on our 
patient and family centered care foundations for Sydney Local Health District.

• Management Accountability Framework – SLHD initiative implemented in Sydney 
Dental Hospital

• Executive leadership rounding and a program developed for Executive members to 
attend local department meetings supported by a rotating roster.

• Empowering all staff to have a voice and call out inappropriate workplace behaviours 
with a view for staff being actively involved in solutions to matters that involved them 
(where appropriate).

• Collaborative Leadership Program supported by Katy Medd, Senior Workforce 
Consultant (Coaching and Culture) and CEWD – the focus of today’s presentation.



Collaborative Leadership Program

• Bespoke designed whole of hospital culture improvement program for Sydney Dental 
Hospital.

• The Collaborative Leadership Program concept originated from our Director, Centre 
for Education and Workforce Development (CEWD).

• Developed in collaboration with CEWD, Workforce and HETI, funded by HETI.

• The program was supported locally by an Executive sponsor and a peak governance 
committee developed to oversee implementation.

• The Collaborative Leadership Program was launched in August 2017.



Collaborative Leadership Program

• There are four key components to the Collaborative Leadership Program:

o Collaborative leadership workshops adapted from the NSW Health Leadership 
Framework (HLF)

o Coaching
o Stop, Start and Continue workshops with a focus on five Behavioural Commitment 

Statements
o Sustainability Framework, comprising of Peer Consultation Groups

• 5 x cohorts, duration of project approx. 18 months.  Sustainability framework – 2 years



Collaborative Leadership Workshops
• The workshops were designed for Executive, Managers, Supervisors, Heads of 

Departments and Team Leaders.  The content included:

o Workshop 1 – Introduction to CLP and Exploring Leadership Development
o +

o Workshop 2 – Achieving Outcomes

o Workshop 3 – Developing and Leading Self

o Workshop 4 – Engaging, Building Relationships and Partnering

o Workshop 5 – Transforming the System.

• The workshops were designed to be interactive and incorporated a number of practical 
exercises.

• All workshops were evaluated, with evaluation reports providing overwhelmingly 
positive feedback. 



Coaching

• Every participant in the Collaborative Leadership Program received six hours 
individual coaching sessions over the course of the project.

• The sessions:

o developed self awareness of Executive and Manager workplace behaviour 
based on the Behavioural Commitment Statements

o created individual behavioural development goals 

o applied adaptive leadership approaches in goal strategies

o assisted managers with implementation of a Stop Start Continue Plan



Stop, Start, Continue Workshops

• Stop, Start, Continue workshops independently facilitated supporting teams to 
identify behavioural items that they want to stop, start or continue in accordance with 
the five behavioural commitment statements.

• Two workshops held for each team/department.

• The workshops provided an opportunity for all staff to contribute to improving culture 
in their teams, and work collectively with their manager in developing an action plan 
that related to the behavioural commitment statements.



Sustainability Framework

Peer Group Consultation - a structured process enabling adaptive leadership approaches 
and professional discussions to understand workplace challenges that participants experience 
in their workplace.

• Six multidisciplinary peer consultation groups, 9 sessions scheduled every 6 weeks and 
externally facilitated by CEWD.  

• Following sessions will be independently run by the peer consultation group.

• Governance committee established.

• Peer consultation groups evaluated.



Evaluation: Collaborative Leadership Program

An evaluation report of the Collaborative Leadership Program was developed and included:

o Pre/post Collaborative Leadership Project – survey

o Pre/post Impact of Coaching and Stop/Start/Continue Sessions – survey

o Collaborative Leadership Project Workshops – survey

o Three, two hour focus group sessions to explore participant experiences, perceptions 
and observations of the Project – semi structured discussion 



Evaluation: Collaborative Leadership Program – Survey data

• 98% of participants agreed that the content of the workshops is relevant to their jobs

• 91% of participants agreed that they have learned new leadership knowledge and skills in the 
workshops

• 88% of participants stated they could approach complex challenges through the application of leadership 
knowledge and skills. 

• 88% of participants agreed they could see how to use their recently developed leadership capability to 
facilitate conversations with their teams about workplace behaviour and run their own Stop Start 
Continue sessions.

• 82% of participants agreed they have a clear understanding of how to use leadership knowledge and skills 
to develop Behavioural Commitment Statements into workplace practice and thinking.



Evaluation: Collaborative Leadership Program – focus group

• Benefits of Coaching and Stop Start Continue (SSC) sessions were:

o increased team engagement and interaction, and individual self-reflection of the impact of 
behaviours on others. 

o The SSC specifically gave teams the opportunity to speak up, feel heard, and address emerging 
issues that had not been addressed before. Coaching enabled participants to work on personal 
challenges and individual manager’s behaviour. 

• Organisational Benefits:

o Managers experienced improved communication with Executives

o Managers observed improved levels of helpfulness and friendliness towards patients and among 
staff



Sydney Dental Hospital  

Engagement Index

Culture Index 



Genomics and 
technology

How genomics technology can guide the future health workforce



 The study of genetic 
information on a massive scale

 Massively parallel sequencing

 allows us to read all the 
information that makes you 

 Technical innovation to Medical 
innovation

 Precision medicine

What is genomics?



Genetics or 
genomics?

 Genomics – all the genetic information

 3 billion ‘letters’ in the human genome

 15 billion ‘letters’ in the genome of common wheat 

 Genetics – ‘books’ within the genome that code 
for specific proteins

 Proteins – the building blocks of life

 Life is about proteins and how they work 
together

 This is why genomics touches all 
aspects of health care



Genomic Technology

 Genetic testing
 One gene at a time

 About $2,000 to $10,000 

 Genomic testing - today
 All the genes that code for all the 

proteins in a single test

 NSW Health Pathology 

 the patient only, about $2,000

 the patient and both parents, about 
$4,000

 Genomic technology has had a 
huge impact on Health Care



Impact on patient care

 Quicker diagnosis

 Earlier surveillance or intervention

 Personalized medicine

 Informed family planning

 Cannot always answer all questions

 Unexpected results

 Ethical considerations



Impact on health workforce

 Increased patient 
awareness

 Increase demand for 
genomic information

 Increased demand from 
clinical genetics services



Future of the workforce

 Increasing demand across a number of disciplines

 Specialisation amongst non genetic health disciplines

 Education

 Change to traditional model with a move towards widespread 
genomic knowledge amongst workforce



Questions



NSW Government
Veterans Employment Program

Craig ‘Dallas’ Delaney
Manager, Veterans Employment Program

Meg Banton
A/Project Officer, Veterans Employment Program

Our Future Workforce – Talented Veterans
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Ranks and Services



Senior Officers
Defence executive level

General Angus Campbell, AO, DSC 

Cc

cPhoto from Defence Image Gallery



Junior and Mid 
Ranking Officers
Take strategic direction and 
turn in operational outcomes



Senior Non 
Commissioned and 
Warrant Officers
Supervisors and Foremen

Photo from Defence Image Gallery



Junior Enlisted 
ranks
Majority of the workforce

Photo from Defence Image Gallery



Generic skills

• Leadership skills and teamwork

• Dependability

• Integrity

• Loyalty

• Flexibility and ability to work in a fast-paced, changing environment 

• Experience working in a culturally diverse or global environment

Most recognised skills*

*RAND Corporation. Veterans Employment: Lessons from the 100,000 jobs mission





Background

March 2015, NSW Gov committed to assisting 
200 (831) veterans in NSW public sector by 2019.

Extended for 4 years – Reset - additional 1000.
(156 as at 31 Mar 19)

I am hopeful that this shift in public sector attitudes towards veterans’ skills will also be followed by 
the greater valuing of military people by industry and the wider private sector.

Former NSW Minister for Veterans Affairs David Elliott

ssss



Mission Statement
VEP is to be a leader in the post-
military employment of Veterans by 
valuing the skills and attributes former 
ADF personnel bring from their 
service. 



Strategy
Communications Campaign
1. Attract veterans to NSW 

Government roles
2. Educate employers to better 

understand veteran skills, attributes 
and experience

3. Build a Champions Network 



Initial Hurdles
• First of type
• Limited Info 
• Understand the Landscape
• Collaboration
• Education 



Development
• NSW hosts the highest proportion of major 

Defence bases in the country

• Within NSW Defence employees approx 
27,000

• Approx. 1200 Defence members discharge 
into NSW each year

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total NSW discharges by service 2012 - 18 

Army  755 729 735 529 545 558 984 4835 

Navy  343 332 366 273 353 435 183 2285 

RAAF 246 217 215 211 219 233 128 1469 

Discharges p/a 1344 1278 1316 1013 1117 1226 1295                       Total: 8589 

 

5%

16%

6%

22%

10%

6%

6%
6%

5%



I work for NSW website
Drop Down Box (Yes, No, Not Specified) 

NSW Government values the skills and experience of former ADF personnel. The 
Veterans Employment Program (VEP) supports veterans to find sustainable 
employment. The data collected will help to identify areas for improvement in 
recruitment processes and the VEP. For more information 
visit: www.vep.veterans.nsw.gov.au



NSW Government Employment 
Destinations Mar 2016 – Sep 2018 
Veteran hires across NSW Government Clusters Success rates for veteran applications in Clusters 

NSW Public Sector 
Department (Cluster)

5 
months

10 
months

18 
months

24 
months

30 
months

Change between 24month 
and 30 month data collection

Justice 58 145 231 282 348 +24%
Transport 17 74 144 183 241 +32%
Education 8 24 39 52 66 +27%
Finance, Services & 
Innovation 

9 17 29 37 40 +8%

Planning and 
Environment 

3 14 21 28 40 +43%

Health 6 19 22 28 +27%
Industry 7 14 18 25 38 +52%
Family & Community 
Services 

2 7 10 12 14 +17%

Premier and Cabinet 1 7 10 11 14 +27%
Treasury 2 2 2 2 0%
Total 105 310 523 654 831 +27%



NSW Government Employment 
Destinations Oct 18 – Mar 19

Veteran hires across Clusters Success rates for veteran applications in Clusters 

Cluster Hires

Education 16

Justice 75

Transport 27

Premier and Cabinet 5

Health 0

Planning and Environment 17

Finance, Services and Innovation 10

Treasury 4

Family and Community Services 1

External to Government Sector 1

Total * 156

*Note: No data available for Industry or Local Health Districts 



Tools
• Case Study examples and video
• Links to support organisations
• Capability Definition Tool
• ADF Rank to Grade Guide 

Website

www.vep.veterans.nsw.gov.au



Rank to Grade Guide
Comprehensive skills mapping of all ADF 
ranks against NSW Government 
Capability Framework.



Capability Definition Tool



Position 
descriptions 



Recent Initiative
• Local Government Rank to Grade Guide
• Collaborated with OLG, LG NSW and USU
• 45, 000 positions, 128 locations



Education Program
• TAFE partnership - Ranks 2 Recognition.
• For those who have discharge within past 5 years.
• Grant to empower pursuit of new civilian careers through

education in their chosen vocation.
• 1400 courses ranging from, Cert I through to Advanced Diploma

(nursing, counselling, electro technology).
• Launched application online in early Sep 19.
• Seek guidance from TAFE.



Social Media
Facebook  

• Active Veteran Community 
• Daily posts, job opportunities, 

community events, information 
sessions, tips and hint

• Bulk Recruitment and Talent Pool
Opportunities



Social Media with Us
• Employment Opportunity Sheriffs 
- 86 engagements, 6 Shares

• Share our Pages within your Community
• Let us help you promote events and sessions



Instagram / LinkedIn
• Active Veteran Community 
• vepnsw – Instagram Handle
• Just launched into Instagram with posts receiving 10-20% likes
• Future to be more active on LinkedIn

Social Media



What VEP does for Champions
• Promote positions suitable veterans
• Promote bulk recruitment opportunities
• Help you understand veterans
• Promotes your organisation to veterans community
• Promote talent pools
• Update via Champions Network

Champion Network



What Champions do for VEP?
• Help us gain Department Insight
• Assist veterans to understand Departments
• Identify veterans in workplace
• Encourage honest constructive application feedback if veterans 

request
• Link Hiring Managers to VEP if roles suit veterans
• Improve veteran awareness and understanding

Champion Network



Join Our Network
• Sign Up 

• Quarterly Update

• Help us achieve NSW Government Target 1000 Veterans by 2023 

Champion Network



The Talent is out There

Questions

VeteransEmployment@veterans.nsw.gov.au 1300 838 233



Presentation at NSW Health Workforce Forum
23 September 2019

Dr Roger Boyd – Director, SSoCPU 



The NSW Health 
Model Scopes of Clinical Practice Project
 Is a “work in progress”

 Now well advanced toward the aim of developing a model scope for each of 
78 medical and 13 dental specialties

 Is being developed for use by NSW Health organisations in relation to 
 Appointed senior medical practitioners – VMOs, HMOs, Staff Specialists, 
Clinical Academics ‐ and specialist dentists

 Their public sector facilities and services
 Has proceeded in parallel with implementation of related senior medical 
recruitment/appointment system improvements and policy review



Current NSW projects related to Credentialing and 
Scope of Clinical Practice
 eCredential program

 Progressive roll‐out across NSW Health LHDs
 Model Scopes of Clinical Practice

 Discussion paper, consultation and 
development of template
 What is the right approach and level of detail?
 I won’t try to cover all that our papers address (but 

do recommend those interested look at them!)
 Development of model scope for each 
specialty/subspecialty

 Updating of relevant NSW Policy Directive



What is Credentialing?
What is Scope of Clinical Practice?
 Credentialing – is the formal process used to verify the qualifications, 
experience, professional standing and other relevant professional attributes of 
health practitioners for the purpose of forming a view about their competence, 
performance and professional suitability to provide safe, high‐quality healthcare 
services within specific organisational environments. 

 Defining the scope of clinical practice – follows on from credentialing and 
involves delineating the extent (scope) of an individual practitioner’s clinical 
practice within a particular organisation based on i) the individual’s credentials, 
competence, performance and professional suitability, and ii) the needs and the 
capability of the organisation to support the practitioner’s scope of clinical 
practice.  



Where does SoCP fit?

• New appointments (as 
shown) 

but also
• Routine periodic 
recredentialing

• Modified SoCP with new 
services/ technologies/ 
procedures



Clinical Privileges or 
Scope of Clinical Practice?
 The term ‘clinical privileges’ is widely used in North America but going out 
fashion in Australia, though it is still enshrined in the NSW Health Services Act 
1997 which defines it (in relation to visiting practitioners) as follows: 
 "clinical privileges" means the kind of clinical work (subject to any 

restrictions) that the public health organisation determines the visiting 
to be allowed to perform at any of its hospitals.

 Current NSW Health policy PD2016_052 Visiting Practitioner Appointments in 
the NSW Public Health System further notes that:
 Clinical privileges result from the credentialling process, and represent 

scope of clinical responsibility that a professional may exercise in a 
privileges are specific to an individual, and also relate to the role 
resources, equipment and staff available in a single health care facility 
facilities, also referred to as ‘scope of clinical practice’.



Aim of Credentialing
 One element of clinical governance 
 Long tradition of ‘credentialing’ and ‘clinical 

privileging’ in Australian health care –
rigour variable

 Increasing need for assurance of a ‘fit’ 
between practitioner training/competence/ 
performance and organisational 
need/capability

 The objective of the credentialing and scope 
of practice process is to improve 
quality/reduce adverse events and

 Give confidence that we have the right 
practitioners with the right qualifications 
doing the right things in the right facility



Clinical Risk with failure of systems for credentialing and scope of 
clinical practice

 Relatively low likelihood but potentially serious clinical and 
organisational consequences!

 Queensland Public Hospitals Commission of Inquiry 2005:
“Both the Medical Board and Queensland Health failed to check the credentials which [Patel] 
submitted.  Had that been done, his discreditable past would probably have been revealed.”
“In none of the relevant cases … were the relevant doctors credentialed or privileged.  This was 
astonishing for two reasons.  The first was that the obligation to do so, and the manner of doing 
so, was clear and simple.  And the second and more important reason why this failure was 
astonishing was that it was so obviously vital for patient safety to have a doctor’s skill and 
competence adequately assessed before he commenced work.  There was no excuse for not doing 
so.”

 NSW Special Commission of Inquiry (Garling First Report) 2008:
“I find that in 2002 were deficiencies in the policies applying to the appointment of visiting 
medical practitioners, of both the Department of Health and the Southern Area Health Service, 
which contributed to the failure, on the part of the Southern Area Health Service, to detect from 
the outset the extent of the restrictions on Dr Reeve's right to practise medicine, his prior 
disciplinary history and past performance.”



Standards



Guidance



State Scope of Clinical Practice Unit
 Statewide role but deliberate collaborative strategy ‐ LHD controlled, 
funded and supported

 To draft, on behalf of NSW LHD/SNs,  “model scopes of clinical practice” 
(MSoCPs) for each registered medical and dental specialty and sub‐specialty to 
assist MDAACs when delineating individuals’ clinical privileges  

 To maintain the currency of the model scopes of clinical practice, given changes 
over time in practice, guidelines, procedures, technologies, training, service 
requirements and other relevant matters. 

 In doing so:
 Consult with relevant stakeholders
 Keep abreast of national policy developments in this area



Expected Benefits
 State‐wide consistent approach to SoCP 
 Advised by clinicians nominated by LHDs and Colleges/Societies; 
informed by consultation

 Better synchronisation with role delineation/service capability
 Reduced duplication of effort to create SoCPs
 Portability of SoCP and credentialing information between 
LHD/SNs

 Public and LHD/SN confidence in the system used to define SoCP 
 Better able to meet ACSQHC accreditation standards
 Significant clinician engagement opportunity



Development Phase
Stage One (2015)
 Consultation with DMSs from all NSW LHD/SNs and some contact with other 

jurisdictions
 Discussion Paper including literature review with 38 written responses received
Stage Two (late 2015)
 Written and face to face consultation aiming to develop the best approach
 Included site visits to LHD/SNs [over 220 people attended including Clinicians, Chief 

Executives and Medical Administrators], Colleges, societies, medical defence and 
industrial organisations 

 Resulting report and recommendations circulated, leading to adoption of an agreed 
template to use for NSW Health model SoCPs

Stage Three (since 2016; nearly complete)
 Working with medical and dental specialist groups to develop the model scopes of clinical 

practice



Scopes of Clinical Practice
 Various approaches to SoCP currently in use – inconsistent across NSW 
LHD/SNs
 broad statement of specialty training obtained
 checklist
 categories 
 a combination of the above

 SSoCPU consulted state‐wide to ascertain the agreed approach – seeking 
“balance”



SoCP Categories

CORE

SPECIFIC

EXTENDED

Potential 
Exclusions

Yes / No or 
Not Applicable 
to Position

Infrequent, 
individualised 

option



CORE SoCP
 Those tasks that can reasonably be expected to be undertaken by 
all practitioners holding the relevant medical or dental specialist 
registration, having undergone the requisite training.
 A description, preferably narrative
 Practices/procedures may be ‘bundled’ or indicative only
 If a practice/procedure does not fit within core (i.e. it is something 
that not all specialists in that field can necessarily be expected to 
do) then it may be more appropriate to fit it into ‘specific’ SoCP



SPECIFIC SoCP
 The section for specific credentialing should include (but may not be 
limited to):
 Practices/procedures for which additional training may be required

 e.g. curriculum does not expect capacity for independent practice, PFET generally 
expected, etc

 Identified high risk or complex case management that requires specific 
additional qualifications or experience, e.g. where specialist medical/dental 
colleges, specialty societies, the Clinical Excellence Commission, or Cancer 
Institute NSW have identified and provided guidelines

 Emerging or new technologies that require specific consideration of training, 
qualifications or experience

 Patient age limitations may apply



Approach
• Avoid extensive  procedural checklists
• Use narrative approach where possible/practical, particularly for Core 
description

• Standards for competence
• Generally will not be applying patient or procedure numbers to various 
elements of practice. 

• Identify any College or Specialty Society standards or guidelines. These will 
be linked to in model SoCPs, to be used as guidelines only.

• Working Group may identify high‐risk practices or procedures for which a 
standard may be developed. 



Example: extracts from a model SoCP



Extended SoCP

 Extended SoCP ‐ a section to describe practices or procedures that a 
practitioner may undertake outside the usual practice of their specialty, for 
which they have been trained and supported, which the health service can 
support and for which there is a community need.



Related provisions include



Working Group Composition
 Generally 4‐5 LHD/SN nominated clinicians within the specialty

 Mix to include metro and rural/regional and paediatric services (if not a separate 
specialty)

 Nominee of relevant Medical or Dental College
 Nominee of relevant Specialty Society/Association/Academy (if there is one)
 A Director of Medical Services (or Oral Health Manager for dentals)

 With Director SSoCPU as Facilitator and Project Manager SSoCPU for each group

Medical college, society and clinician participation and contribution has been 
excellent, with over 500 involved in specialty working groups 



Approval paths
 Working groups have usually had an initial 3 hour workshop plus 1‐2 
teleconference progress meetings to develop to a point where they believe 
their document is clinically relevant and accurate, reflects relevant training 
and competencies, and expects an appropriate standard of practice

 Once each working group is satisfied, their proposed model SoCP is put to 
the Governing Council for endorsement to be released to LHD/SNs, colleges, 
societies and other relevant groups for consultation 

 All feedback is considered by relevant working group ‐may require further 
deliberation/action

 Leads to process for formal inclusion in eCredential and publicly available on 
our website



Looking to the future
 Focus currently on:

 Completing last remaining medical and dental specialty MSoCPs
 New governance and support responsibilities for eCredential, including 
promotion of statewide implementation of eCredential

 Expect significant role for SSoCPU in advising LHDs through transition to 
implementation of Model SoCPs 
 ACSQHC and other jurisdictions known to be interested in the outcomes of 
NSW work on scope of clinical practice 

 Positioning to review and maintain currency of MSoCPs



Maintaining currency 
of model SoCPs
• Progressive updating and periodic 

review will be required to maintain 
currency and sustainability of the model 
SoCPs. 

• SSoCPU will have an ongoing, part‐time 
capacity for periodic reviews of the 
model SoCPs (initially at 3 years from 
development, then every 3‐5 years) plus

• Updating as required to respond to 
more major or urgent changes in clinical 
practice, training standards, regulatory 
requirements, etc; and ongoing 
maintenance of links to college/society 
resources, correction of errors, etc.



Challenges
 Significant logistical challenges with timeliness of forming groups and 
then getting them together and working through issues and iterations

 Relatively few relevant standards/guidelines beyond fellowship training 
curricula

 Ensuring professional and operational balance
 eHealth rollout of eCredential ahead of availability of model scopes
 Implementing necessary modifications in eCredential system
 Support likely to be needed by LHD/SNs as they move to more broadly 
implement model SoCPs



Rewards
 Positive contributions by Colleges, Societies, LHD/SNs and individual 
clinicians 

 Widespread acceptance of value of work and appropriateness of approach
 Members expressing recognition of areas that need to be focussed on by 
practitioners / HoDs / MDAACs / Colleges

 Seems to be a positive sense of cooperation,  collaboration and even 
ownership from LHD/SNs

 Reinforcing professional culture of senior medical and dental workforce in 
NSW Health facilities



How to learn more or stay in touch with the project

 Visit our website:   www.schn.health.nsw.gov.au/ssocpu (or 
just Google “SSoCPU”)

 Join our email list to receive updates:  email              
NSWH‐SSoCPU@health.nsw.gov.au
and request to join the list

Thank you!
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Employ‐My –Ability 
A Sydney Local Health District 
and Jobsupport success story

Presented by:
Bronwyn Culbert, SLHD Workforce Services
Alison McGlynn, Jobsupport 



Developing Diversity in the NSW Health Workforce
\section title

The Program  
• Successful partnership between SLHD and Jobsupport
• Transition To Work program for school leavers
• Significant intellectual disability (IQ<60)
• NDIS and SLES (School Leaver Employment Supports) funded
• Up to 2 year ‘immersion’ in the SLHD workplace
• Work trials in Medical Records, Environmental Services, Food Services, Retail Services, 

Linen, Sterile Supply, Mail Room, Supply, Physiotherapy, Corporate and Administrative 
support services.

Employ-My-Ability



Developing Diversity in the NSW Health Workforce
\section title

The Program  
Training includes:

• One to one systematic task training
• Individualised program according to client 

needs
• Travel training
• Appearance and grooming
• Workplace language and socialisation skills
• Many intangible benefits

Employ-My-Ability



Developing Diversity in the NSW Health Workforce

The Success  

• In 2018, SLHD celebrated 10 years of 
providing employment opportunities to young 
people with an Intellectual Disability

• 81% of clients trained in the District have 
achieved employment through the program



Developing Diversity in the NSW Health Workforce

The Success  
• Embedded in 25 departments across the 

District
• Average Job tenure is 7 years
• Jobsupport is the most successful transition to 

work (SLES) program in metro Sydney and 
SLHD is its most successful training site

• Recognised with a NSW Health Award, 
Premiers Award and a Prime Ministers Award



Developing Diversity in the NSW Health Workforce

Our People  
Wundarra Dennis-Reid

JobSupport’s 100th permanent 

placement. He commenced   

in July 2019 with RPA’s 

Environmental Services



The Word ‘Disability’
Franki Pollick

Coordinator Diversity Employment
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The word ‘Disability’ has not served us well

Disability

Health 
Condition

Particular 
Need
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What can you do?

Safer
Happier

Workplace

Increased 
Awareness

Health & 
Wellbeing 
Strategies

Personal 
Information
Kept Private

Assistance
with Work 

Modification

Softer 
Conversations
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HealthShare and eHealth - Disability Employment

0.00%

1.00%

2.00%

3.00%

4.00%

5.00%

6.00%

July October January April June September

July 2018 – September 2019

HealthShare eHealth
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Share people’s stories
“We don’t know what we’d do without John”

- John’s supervisor, Monica Pratt

• Spring in his step
• Extremely friendly and positive
• Follows his schedule to a ‘T’
• Takes ownership
• Excellent quality of work
• Always punctual
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John’s words

“I feel 110% proud to wear the HealthShare 
label on my work shirt.” 

“Working at HealthShare makes me feel like 
being a part of a big family.” 

“I am so happy because not many people of 
my age have such a good job”. 
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Targeted roles and job carving

• Creates standalone jobs made of routine, repetitive tasks

• Shorter working hours

• Stabilises high turnover of staff

• Creates a genuinely meaningful role that meets business needs

• Supports a more diverse workforce and builds a better culture



Making a difference
one step at a time



OUR  PEOPLE  OUR  FUTURE  

FEVER
WORKSHOP 
PEOPLE MANAGER WORKSHOPS: SPREADING A NEW

WAY OF WORKING ACROSS MLHD 

Helen Emmerson and Brooke Andersen



We asked some of our consumers

and staff to tell us about their

experience with MLHD 

These are our stories 



I feel like I can tell them

(staff) anything and I am

heard 



I would like more frequent

conversations with my

manager about my

performance and where I fit

in the team 



My manager doesn't care
about us and sadly I
acknowledge I have dropped
the ball... I feel bad that we
have let our lack of motivation
impact our patients 



Whilst the doctors were attending
rounds, there was a doctor who
looked very disinterested, easily
distracted and was messaging on
Facebook messenger whilst being
involved in patient care 



KEY FACTS

4,300 staff 
47 health facilities 
243,228 people in our
communities 
3 years into transformation
journey 



Our People Our Future recognises that

leadership is a key enabler for excellence

and the pathway to achieving a sustainable

workforce for now and the future 

Our People Our Future supports our mission
to provide safe, quality care and health
services for the people in the Murrumbidgee
Local Health District through developing a
workplace culture of excellence 





Our People
Our Future 
Aims to deliver the benefits of
high staff engagement and
better patient outcomes 

Measures of success: 
Staff engagement 
Patient satisfaction 
Aligned behaviours
Performance 



St. David's
Healthcare
and John Peter
Smith Hospital

7 - 9 years into transformation

journey 

Embedded Evidence-Based

Leadership Framework

Engagement scores and

patient satisfaction 90+

Every staff member knows the

purpose (WHY)

Goals are aligned 

Clear accountability 

Rounding 

1.

2.

3.

4.



FEVER

Introducing 

People manager workshops: Spreading

a new way of working across MLHD 



Designed by leaders, delivered by

leaders 
A one day workshop to reinvigorate leadership and realign

our people management approach as the basis for high
performance 

Cascaded goals and priorities 

Clear accountability and responsibility 

Rounding with every staff member 

Recognising high performance to drive repeat behaviour 

L
e

a
d

e
rs

h
ip

 p
ra

c
ti

c
e

s

Aligned standards of behaviour 

Driving results 

Patient satisfaction

Staff engagement

Aligned behaviour

Performance 



FEVER FORMULA 

Reset the WHY 

Lived experiences and

feedback collected from

our patients, consumers

and staff 

Align people

management approaches

to achieving excellence 

Demonstration of excellence

from leaders in five practices 

Engage every

manager in their

role expectations 

Guided self-reflection

against scorecard and

development plan 



LEADERSHIP
FUNDAMENTALS

Goals Accountability &

Responsibility

Rounding Recognition Behaviour



ARE YOU ON
THE BUS?



Questions?
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We acknowledge the Gadigal people 
of the Eora nation, the traditional 
owners of the land on which we meet 
today and pay our respects to their 
elders past, present and future.





Our vision is a world where
citizens, governments, and industry 
can work together seamlessly to create 
meaningful change.





What are the problems we’re 
trying to solve?



Bungled $1 billion electronic health 

records system will be reviewed 

after being used by so few people 

it ended up costing $200,000 per 

patient.

Daily Telegraph, 2013

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/failed-1-billion-electronic-health-records-system-faces-the-axe/news-story/12f8177d38ba1200edb8c81cf7e0ca98


Bungled roll-out of a new IT system 

across the state's public education 

network, which cost $531 million, 

could have built up to 20 new 

schools.

Sydney Morning Herald, 2015

https://www.smh.com.au/education/nsw-education-minister-adrian-piccoli-defends-complete-disaster-it-system-20150831-gjbchm.html


IT system that processes child 

support payments is being 

updated for $104 million, and is 

“a year late and in disarray”.

Sydney Morning Herald, 2017

https://www.smh.com.au/public-service/3-billion-child-support-system-the-latest-federal-government-techwreck-20170126-gtz2m6.html


Public servants are some of the most 
dedicated, brilliant, creative people 
- they’re just working within 
incredible constraints.



How do we do it?



this is us



this is also us



Tech for
Non Tech
(Understanding)

Sandpit

(Testing)

Fellowship

(Deploying)

Digital Maturity
Indicator
(Benchmarking)





Help, not sell Human-centred Default to open



Help, not sell 

● Capability building + solution building
● Empowered people empower others
● We have permission to fail, and share what 

we’ve learnt
● Outcomes that build trust



Human-centred

● Showing the government how to design with 
people, not at them

● Everyone is welcome
● Representation through diverse teams
● Building career pathways
● Being agile means reflection and iteration is 

part of everything we do



Default to open

● Public money = public data, public code
● Enabling a new model of collaboration
● Transparent and honest
● Open sourcing our methodology



Digital Capability 
Building



Why the same mistakes? 

Outsourced 
technical knowledge

Procurement 
processes

Political environment 
& government 

structures



Digital Capability:
The extent to which the 
culture and infrastructure of 
an institution enables and 
motivates digital practices



Why focus on capability? 

People like learning
(and can change)

Tech has become 
unavoidable

Capability building 
scales up



A Maturity Model 
for Government 
Digital Services



Trying to make progress in a 

completely new space is hard 

when units can’t define where they 

are relative to the progress that 

has been made elsewhere. 

- David Eaves 

Program Director, Harvard Kennedy 

School of Government



Digital Maturity Indicator

In 2018, Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) convened public sector digital service units from 
around the world. Teams and experts from nine nations shared stories of success, talked 
about lessons learned, and discussed the challenges they face in transforming government. 
We have partnered with HKS to leverage this research and apply it to our local context to help 
accelerate the digital future of government.

Backed By ResearchGlobal ExpertisePractice Based

Framework based 
on practitioners, 
not consultants

Nine nations, 
sharing what has 

and hasn’t worked

Unbiased research, 
feeding into a 
bigger picture



Six factors - that drive change

Delivery Capability

Working in the open and 
creating pathways for 

ongoing user-feedback

Skills & Hiring

Building a robust talent 
pipeline and making 
space for new skills

Institutional Capacity

Budgeting and evaluating 
for success, and inflecting 
public sector operations

Political Environment

Codifying User 
Experience (UX) testing 

in operations

User Experience

Building political capital 
and executive public 

service sponsors

Creating platforms for 
common needs that 

accelerate deployment

Cross-Gov Platforms



● OECD “Going Digital”
● Gartner — 5 Levels
● and more...

Other digital maturity models you might enjoy

https://goingdigital.oecd.org/en/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/5-levels-of-digital-government-maturity/


● Four assessments running from July-October
● Three via the NSW Public Service Commission
● One with the Better Regulation Division in NSW 

Dept of Customer Service

Work in progress



How we do it

Mapping 
Opportunities

Qualitative 
Research

Online 
Benchmarking

An online survey 
gathering insights from 

across the workforce

A series of interviews with 
executives, HR, digital and 
non-digital teams, and a 

review of strategy

A Digital Status Report 
identifying opportunities 

and next steps to help 
government partners 

move forward



Develop Cross-Agency
 Support

Budget for 
success

Build different
 skills

Operate shared 
platforms

The outcomes

Accelerate Digital 
Transformation and 

inflect strategy across 
government

Align budget with 
government’s 
objectives and 

operating expenditures

Cover common 
services’ needs with 

shared platforms that 
allow rapid deployment

Attract, retain and 
develop digital talent 

from inside and outside 
government



What have we 
learnt so far?



Digital Maturity Ecosystem

The research revealed the interdependent 
relationship between the six digital maturity 
(DM) indicators.

Skills and Hiring is at the core as it’s the 
fundamental element that dictates the 
success of digital maturity across the six 
indicators. 

The success of each additional layer is 
dependent on the layer before it, whilst 
also having responsibility towards the 
success of the layer after it. 

All this  functions within the Political 
Environment ecosystem.
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Agile delivery doesn’t 
work without agile 
procurement

��



We don’t do enough 
sharing of failure
(or success)

��



Listening isn’t enough, 
you need to act on user 
feedback

��



Data maturity starts 
with leadership

�� 🎓



Take learnings from 
innovation into 
business as usual

��



Plan for engagement 
from day one

��



How do successful 
digital teams 

behave?



Build for reuse



Standards, Playbooks & 
Governance



Get data out of silos



Think about products, 
not projects



“You’re never 
finished, you just 

stop working on it”
—Project Manager



Budget for continuous 
improvement



Make it together



“I would evaluate my 
team as very digitally 

capable, but we are 
limited in the support and 

service we can provide our 
colleagues due to gaps in 
their own digital literacy.”

— Survey Respondent



Work in the open



Be brave, go big



What are the 
opportunities for 

you?



The skills that really matter

● Sharing and collaboration
● Amplifying the voice of the user
● Testing and experimentation
● The most important part of Agile is reflection



Embrace new ways of working

● Become a digital design standard champion
● Capture what’s been working, bring everyone 

along with you
● Harness enthusiasm for change
● Operationalise the workarounds
● Transform, don’t just digitise



We’d love to hear from you

● Join our Slack community
● Follow the progress on our blog
● Take the framework and try it out



Thanks!
These slides: bit.ly/cfa-nswhealth
Join our community at codeforaustralia.org

http://bit.ly/cfa-nswhealth
http://codeforaustralia.org


NSW Health
Breakout session: Linking future community 
demand to planning approaches today 
23 September 2019
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Overview

04

02

01
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN HEALTH SERVICE 
PLANNING AND WORKFORCE PLANNING

THE CURRENT STATE OF HEALTH SERVICE 
PLANNING

NEXT STEPS

03
OPPORTUNITY TO INTEGRATE SERVICE AND 
WORKFORCE PLANNING
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Part 1

The connection between 
health service planning 
and workforce planning 
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Megatrends may be called by different names but will disrupt the health system in defined 
ways

A shrinking world

Demographic shifts

Analysis has determined megatrends will impact the health system in four ways:

Personalised care and consumer–focused services is driving new service 
delivery models

Significant demographic and social shifts are redefining the demand for 
healthcare services

Redefining work, the workplace and workforces Future of work

Technological innovation Technological and digital innovation is disrupting traditional methods of 
healthcare service delivery
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However, the potential megatrends bring is not without challenge 

► A key challenge for health service planners is 
long-term service planning in times of 
change and uncertainty, as well as 
leveraging megatrends to deliver health 
system objectives, improve service delivery 
and improve the health outcomes of the people 
of NSW.

► Decisions around service mix, staffing profiles 
and approaches to leveraging megatrends will 
define the mix of talent, skills and capability 
required to deliver service objectives.

► Having a capable, agile and diverse workforce 
is crucial to ensuring the system is able to 
respond to challenges and deliver services the 
people of NSW need and expect.

Service mix

Staffing 
profile

Monitor

Health 
service 

planners

Medical officers, 
nursing staff, 
generalist and 
specialist, allied 
health etc.

Location and setting, 
delivery and 
technology channels

Respond to changes in 
demand, technology and 
service delivery
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Workforce planning is a key stakeholder in service and capital planning

Strategic workforce planning 
is critical to identifying and 
realising the talent, skills 

and capability required for 
the system to respond to 

challenges and deliver 
services the people of NSW 

need and expect. 

Planners need to engage 
early and often to ensure the 
service has the right people 
in the right roles at the 
right time to deliver longer-
term planning priorities. 
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Part 2

The current state of 
health service planning
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SERVICES PLANNING GUIDE
for health services and infrastructure development and investment
► Financial, workforce and technology implications will be identified only at a strategic level within the CSP. A Financial 

Impact Statement (FIS), Change Management and Workforce Plan will be developed in more detail within the project 
Business Case phase.

► Workforce Planning
► If there are significant impacts from the future service strategies on the workforce it is expected the CSP should highlight 

issues and strategies for the future.
► More detailed workforce planning should be developed through a separate planning process with the timing for completion 

targeted to be available to inform the Financial Impact Statement for the project Business Case.
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There is dislocation between health service planning and workforce planning

01

02

03

04
As a result, CSPs outline 
contemporary and future 
models of care and provide the 
roadmap for a clinical change 
program accompanying the 
build process.

Clinical Service Plans (CSPs) 
forecast how the health care needs 

of the community can be serviced 
over the next 10-15 years. 

While the development of CSPs 
necessitates a robust and 

meticulous approach, 
encompassing analysis of current 

health data and data projections to 
anticipate health service needs of 
the community into the future, the 
approach does not include the 

requirement to proactively plan 
the workforce required to 

support services and facilities, 
and deliver planning priorities.

Health planners forecast 
changing needs of the 
population, consulting broadly 
with Health Infrastructure, 
community groups and clinicians 
as to the types of solutions that 
may be applied to meet current 
and future health care needs. 
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Collaboration with workforce planning is missing from CSP development

► CSPs seek to describe service need and models of care – but are not required to:

► Define the most effective workforce structures to deliver new models of care and service requirements

► Consider the cultural adjustments, and learning and development required to deliver the planning priorities

► Where more detailed WFP is identified as necessary, it is 

► Separated out from the service planning process, and

► Deferred to a later stage (preparation of the business case) where it can be more difficult to make changes following 
approval of the CSP. 

► Where WFP does occur, it is likely focused on the point in time a new facility or service will be commissioned. Do we give 
enough consideration to how technology or changing models of care will alter the way work happens in the medium to long 
term?
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Case study: Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District

► Background
► CSP approved
► Funding approved for redevelopment
► Capital redevelopment planning phase
► Schematic design stage and business case finalisation

► Overview of challenges
► Workforce planning in a capital context
► Conflicting baseline data
► Current staffing models
► Policy & guidelines
► Local expertise and support
► Staff numbers (based on MoC) vs. affordability

► Approach to problem solving
► Research & evidence
► Consultation 
► Developed a local solution 
► Guided by FIS workforce projections

► Recommendations
► Local expertise
► Advocacy of Ministry 
► Guidelines / benchmarking / standards
► Tools
► State-wide approaches
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Overlooking WFP can have significant consequences

The adverse consequences of not developing a strategic workforce plan include:

► Lack of insight regarding the capability profile of the workforce;

► Inability to forecast workforce costs, and costs associated with different models of care;

► Misused resources (e.g., having the wrong people in roles, forecasting the unsuitable roles);

► Operational inefficiencies, poorer performance, excessive vacancies and lack of capability resulting in dissatisfied 
customers;

► Lack of labour flexibility; and

► Lower engagement levels and increased turnover.

While it is already a challenge to get the right people together for planning purposes, the challenge will become even greater 
as the pace of change increases and technology continues to develop. 
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Moving forward, the planning process should include a 
vision for the future, a coherent technology strategy for 

the whole organisation and a related people plan –
with new structures, roles and reskilling opportunities –
to support implementation of future models of care and 

realise the clinical change program.
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Part 3

Opportunity to integrate 
workforce and health 
service planning 
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WFP helps to ensure the right people are in the right place at the right time

► To plan robust services, manage expectations and ensure financial sustainability, the workforce requirements related to 
planning initiatives and projected service needs (including new services to capture unmet need) should be matched to 
future role delineation and related workforce requirements early in the planning process.  

► WFP Units are a key partner in determining these requirements, as WFP aligns longer-term workforce requirements with 
strategic objectives of the district and NSW Health more broadly. 

► WFP aims to have the right people in the right roles at the right time to meet longer-term strategic objectives, and supports 
identification of the required capabilities, knowledge and experience.
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WFP anticipates staffing requirements for planned initiatives and proactively plans to deliver 
these requirements

Forecast demand 
for workforce 
capacity and 
capability over the 
defined period, 
supporting the 
identification of the 
knowledge, skills 
and capabilities 
required to 
deliver 
outcomes.

Determine how to 
source the 
knowledge, skills 
and capabilities 
required – build
(develop internal 
capability), borrow
(cultivate talent 
outside the 
organisation –
contingent labour, 
secondments), or 
buy (go to external 
labour market to 
find talent).

Define 
operational 
models to 
determine best fit 
for delivering 
desired outcomes

Consider future 
ways of working, 
the impact of 
emerging 
technologies and 
the need for 
organisational and 
work redesign to 
identify the most 
effective 
workforce 
structures and 
ensure 
sustainability and 
viability of 
services.

Determines the 
most cost-
effective way 
forward, as well as 
the culture and 
conditions needed 
to effectively meet 
workforce 
requirements.

WFP has several key 
functions highly 
relevant for the 
planning process:
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How WFP and HSP can work together: projects in progress

The Ministry is committed to supporting collaboration between HSP and WFP teams. There are two key projects in progress 
that will benefit from insight from each subject matter area:

The vision of health service planning
► Articulate the vision for health service planning
► Undertake a gap analysis to identify what is required to deliver that vision
► Develop a roadmap for the development of planning tools, guidelines and supporting resources over the short and 

medium-long term. 

► The Ministry will collaborate with HSPs to co-design the vision, and will extend an invitation to WFPs to encourage future 
collaboration.
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Building Workforce Planning Capability - Work to date

Discussion paper

The Building workforce planning 
capability in the NSW Health system 
discussion paper and report 
distributed to Chief Executives, 
Executives, Directors of Workforce, 
Allied Health, Medical and Nursing, 
Workforce planners. 

Consultation

Responses collected and 
summarised to align with Health 
Professionals Workforce Plan 2012-
2022 and NSW Health Strategic 
Priorities 2019-20.

Action plan

Action plan developed and 
distributed. Scoping of project and 
information gathering commenced. 
Draft toolkit being developed using 
PSC, APS, CCLHD, WNSW and 
SNSW current resources.

201920192018 2018 2019
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Our vision

Workforce planners across NSW Health are equipped to approach workforce planning in a proactive, agile, collaborative, 
creative and systematic way to ensure that workforce planning is integrated with other processes so that NSW Health attracts 
and retains a fit for purpose workforce with the capacity and capabilities to deliver first class, patient-centred care now and 
into the future.

Focus areas
1. Developing workforce planning capability
2. Developing workforce planning capacity
3. A consistent state-wide approach to workforce planning
4. Driving local process improvement
5. Maintaining a future focus
6. A strong an engaged network of stakeholders

How can you be involved? 
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How health service and workforce planners can work together to deliver outcomes

► Due to the strategic nature of workforce planning, workforce planning teams are well placed to provide advice during the 
planning process. 

► WFP can support health service planners to develop the mix of workforce models to satisfy RD levels to ensure a safe 
and quality service. Similarly, in regional areas, workforce planning teams can provide advice regarding same/similar 
services where task shifting or telehealth modalities may be required.

► To make the most of collaboration, planners should engage early and often, as the outputs of service and capital planning 
will require employees with the knowledge, skills and experience to deliver planning objectives and excel in the new 
environment. 

► WFP should be integrated into the planning process to enable financial modelling of changed RD levels and the impact 
of the required workforce models to be explored to ensure LHDs make informed decisions regarding the viability of the 
proposed service before the CSP is submitted. 

► A high level strategic workforce plan developed during the CSP process will help to surface significant operational risks, in
addition to modelling various workforce configurations to reach RD levels and services needed. 

► The development of a workforce plan will be an evolving and iterative process, with the specific requirements populated 
and refined overtime.
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Driving successful change requires planning

► Health Infrastructure provides tools and resources to complete change management plans during development of the 
business case

► However, thinking about the knowledge, capability and experience required to deliver service objectives could be more 
beneficial upfront

► This is because assessment of feasibility and decisions around staffing, particularly whether talent will need to be 
built/borrowed/purchased to deliver service objectives, will need to be planned 

► For example, if building internal capability to fill a current gap, plans to build the required capability will need to 
commence asap

► The change management required is best completed collaboratively between HSP and WFP.
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Draft Principles

► Health service planners should engage with Workforce Planning teams early and often. 

► It is advisable to approach WFP during CSP development

► Strategic workforce planning is more than blue sky thinking.

► To work together effectively, Workforce Planning requires complete scenario planning to identify plausible future events 
and their workforce size and cost implications. 

► A component of CSPs should be the employee knowledge, capability and experience needed to deliver CSP

► WFP have role in defining what this will look like, and assessment of any skills gaps that will need to be filled prior to 
facility development.

► This information will contribute to change management plans.
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Draft Principles continued

► Different workforce models should be investigated to identify the most effective workforce scenarios.

► Guidance from WFP regarding benchmarking for medical, nursing, allied health etc. will support HSPs to identify the 
suitable staffing profiles.

► A CSP should also contain an estimate of future workforce costs

► Workforce costs will be refined throughout the planning process; however, an understanding of approximate costs will 
identify where planned workforce models are untenable.

► Change management should be considered upfront during the planning process

► This plan will be refined as process continues

► HSP and WFP should collaborate to develop a change management plan to support staff implement new modes of care 
and forms of service delivery.

► HSPs and WFPs should keep each other informed of changes to CSP to enable forecasting of amendments.
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Next steps

► SAIU to test and refine principles with WFP
► SAIU to finalise arrangement for next workshop, Vision of health service planning.
► HSPs interested in contributing to any aspect of the WFP project to notify:

Alice Dunne Kathryn Hume
(02) 9424 5785 (02) 9461 7599
alice.dunne@health.nsw.gov.au kathryn.hume@health.nsw.gov.au

mailto:alice.dunne@health.nsw.gov.au
mailto:kathryn.hume@health.nsw.gov.au
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